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(1)

FIRST YEAR ON THE JOB: CHIEF HUMAN
CAPITAL OFFICERS

TUESDAY, MAY 18, 2004

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL SERVICE AND AGENCY

ORGANIZATION,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:06 p.m., in room

2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jo Ann Davis (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Jo Ann Davis of Virginia, Davis of Illi-
nois, Norton and Van Hollen.

Staff present: Ron Martinson, staff director; B. Chad Bungard,
deputy staff director and chief counsel; John Landers, OPM
detailee; Chris Barkley, professional staff member; Reid Voss,
clerk; Christopher Lu, minority deputy chief counsel; Tania Shand,
minority professional staff member; Earley Green, minority chief
clerk; and Teresa Coufal, minority assistant clerk.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. We have some other Members on their
way but for the sake of time, we are going to go ahead and get
started.

The Civil Service Subcommittee is called to order.
Thank you for being here today. An important provision of the

Homeland Security Act of 2002 created the position of Chief
Human Capital Officer [CHCO], at major Federal agencies to im-
prove the Federal Government’s ability to select, train and manage
a high performing work force. In creating this new position, Con-
gress recognized that Federal employees are the Government’s big-
gest asset and drive its performance.

I have called this oversight hearing to examine how the Chief
Human Capital Officers Act has been implemented in the Federal
Government’s major departments and agencies since enactment a
year ago and to make sure that the CHCO Council consists of high
quality CHCOs committed to strategically managing the work
force. Congress intends that the CHCO position will make a posi-
tive difference in the performance of the Federal Government
bringing the most efficient and most effective service at the best
value to the taxpayers.

CHCOs’ duties include working closely with the agency head to
develop and implement an effective personnel policy. Workers
should be treated fairly and the mission of the agency must become
the top priority of every employee. Balancing both priorities is cru-
cial and requires an official to understand both the needs of em-
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ployees and a broader view of how well an agency is serving the
American public. Because of this, it was Congress’ intent that
CHCOs be placed among agency leadership underscoring the im-
portance of personnel policy. Furthermore, the Homeland Security
Act created the Chief Human Capitol Officers Council to elevate
the importance of personnel policy governmentwide. The Federal
Government is moving toward a personnel system that is increas-
ingly merit-based. With a majority of Federal workers moving to
new pay systems under the Departments of Defense and Homeland
Security, it is imperative to have top level leadership guide this
transition. During this time, it will be essential for the Chief
Human Capital Officers to bridge that crucial gap between agency
heads and human resources departments.

With all of this in mind, the subcommittee will today look at how
the addition of the CHCO position and the CHCO Council has im-
pacted our Federal agencies. There are certainly lessons to be
learned and successes to be shared since enactment a year ago. Ad-
ditionally, and maybe more importantly, our witnesses will also
give us a glimpse of what we are to expect in the months and years
to come.

Thank you all for being here today and thank you for your pa-
tience while we did the transition from one subcommittee hearing
to another. We look forward to hearing all your testimony.

I will now turn to our ranking member, Danny Davis, for an
opening statement.

Mr. DAVIS OF ILLINOIS. Thank you very much, Madam Chair-
woman. I want to thank you for calling this hearing.

As we know, Chief Human Capital Officers will assist agency
heads in carrying out the agency’s responsibilities for selecting and
developing training and managing a high quality, productive work
force in accordance with merit systems principles. The best part of
the Federal Government is the thousands of dedicated men and
women who work on behalf of taxpayers each and every day. All
of the services Americans rely on their Government to provide,
from protecting our homeland to regulating our markets, would be
severely threatened unless we improve the way Government man-
ages its most important assets, its workers.

CHCOs must have the vision and leadership skills to integrate
the agency’s human capital needs with its mission and program
goals while balancing the needs and rights of the work force. Hav-
ing been engaged in public interest work for more than 30 years,
I believe there is no more fulfilling profession than working for the
Government and helping to improve the lives of all Americans, par-
ticularly those who are less fortunate. It is troubling then when I
hear that young people are indifferent to the notion of public serv-
ice. Young people seeking job stability will continue to be indiffer-
ent to Federal employment when they find that their jobs can be
contracted out and the weakening basic Civil Service protections
will certainly not draw young people and highly skilled workers to
Federal Civil Service.

CHCOs will have to confront and overcome these challenges. The
CHCO must help agencies adopt a long term commitment for hir-
ing, implementation, professional development, performance
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awards and retention approaches that support the agency’s mission
and create a results oriented culture.

I look forward to hearing how we have done so far, how CHCOs
have been developed, organized and put together in order to fulfill
this mission. I seriously believe, Madam Chairwoman, that the no-
tion that Government cannot do its work as well as those outside
of Government is one that needs to be dispelled and the only way
we can do it is to make sure that we recruit, retain and develop
the most highly motivated, most highly prepared and most highly
dedicated work force that we can put together.

I thank you again for calling this hearing and look forward to
hearing the witnesses.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Mr. Davis. I totally concur
with your last couple of statements and appreciate having you on
this committee for that reason.

I ask unanimous consent that all Members have 5 legislative
days to submit written statements and questions for the hearing
record and that any answers to written questions provided by the
witnesses also be included in the record. Without objection, it is so
ordered.

I ask unanimous consent that all exhibits, documents and other
materials referred to by Members and the witnesses be included in
the hearing record and that all Members be permitted to revise and
extend their remarks. Without objection, it is so ordered.

On the first panel, we are going to hear today from the Honor-
able Kay Coles James, Director, U.S. Office of Personnel Manage-
ment.

It is standard practice for this committee to administer the oath
to all witnesses and if all the witnesses on both panels could please
stand, I will administer the oath to all of you at one time.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Let the record reflect that the witnesses

have answered in the affirmative and you may be seated.
Director James, it is a pleasure to have you here today. We look

forward to hearing your testimony. I know you are on a bit of a
time crunch, so with that we will let you get started. You are recog-
nized for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF KAY COLES JAMES, DIRECTOR, U.S. OFFICE
OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Ms. JAMES. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I want to thank
you and the other Members for the opportunity to be here today.
I am going to give an abbreviated statement but I would ask that
the full text be entered into the record.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Without objection, so ordered.
Ms. JAMES. The passage of this important legislation reconfirms

a goal that we all share, providing a Government of service to the
American people envisioned by our President in his management
agenda. The CHCO Act provides additional conduits for advancing
this very important agenda.

First, the statute requires the heads of 24 departments and agen-
cies to appoint a Chief Human Capital Officer. In April 2003, OPM
issued a memo on the designation of these important new positions.
The memo noted that Chief Human Capital Officers will require
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different competencies from those traditionally found in an agency’s
human resources staff function. We also advised that, although not
required by statute, the spirit of the law would best be fulfilled by
designating individuals as CHCOs who serve as integral members
of the agency’s leadership team.

I am pleased to report that the individuals selected as Chief
Human Capital Officers are talented professionals who bring a
wealth of experience to their positions. Many have served the Fed-
eral Government with distinction as career senior executives while
others serve as top level political appointees. Demonstrating a long-
standing need for high level attention to be focused on human re-
sources issues, several agencies not listed in the act embraced its
spirit and designated Chief Human Capital Officers as well. These
include the Central Intelligence Agency, Federal Labor Relations
Authority, Internal Revenue Service, and the Peace Corps.

Second, as the act establishes a Chief Human Capital Officer’s
Council, I as the OPM Director am honored to serve as the Chair
of the Council. Under the statute, the Council is composed of Cabi-
net department Chief Human Capital Officers and others des-
ignated by the OPM Director. Employing this authority, I asked
the Chief Human Capital Officers of several large executive agen-
cies and a representative sample of small agencies to serve on the
Council as well.

The Council has had a very active first year. Less than 3 weeks
after the act took effect, I convened its inaugural meeting. To em-
phasize the importance that the President placed on the strategic
management of human capital, we met for our first meeting in the
Indian Treaty Room at the White House. Calling the meeting to
order, I described the new body as a make stuff happen kind of
council. It has in fact been just that.

Since last June, the Council has met six times, adopted a char-
ter, established an executive committee to help steer the Council
and initiated five subcommittees to address important government-
wide human capital issues. We have conducted a 2-day retreat,
drafted a tactical plan for the current fiscal year, created a Chief
Human Capital Officers Academy and this is a forum for members
to share their best practices and appointed an executive director to
oversee the daily operations of our council. Let me say that prob-
ably one of the best things we did was to get Mike Dovilla, who
I think was involved in drafting that legislation, from Senator
Voinovich’s staff. I think he has forgiven me for that but he is serv-
ing very well in that capacity and has a vested interest in its suc-
cess and making sure that it is active.

The Council subcommittees are focused on some of the key areas
for Federal Civil Service modernization. We all know that one of
our biggest issues right now is to fix the hiring process. So that
was one of the first subcommittees we named. To complement
OPM’s efforts to encourage agencies to adopt a 45-day hiring
model, the Subcommittee on the Hiring Process is also exploring
ways to expedite the recruitment, evaluation and appointment of
top talent to Federal positions. Dr. Chu from the Defense Depart-
ment heads up that particular subcommittee.

We believe that one of the most important issues facing the Fed-
eral work force today is our emergency preparedness and the safety
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of our Federal work force. Gail Lovelace from the Department of
GSA is preparing and helping us to ensure agencies know how to
best protect our Federal work force and she is doing a fantastic job
at that.

Otto Wolfe is heading the Subcommittee on Performance Man-
agement, and the full Council has played a very integral role in de-
veloping regulations for the new SES Performance. Based Com-
pensation Plan is under the leadership of that particular sub-
committee. Bill Leidinger from Education is heading the Sub-
committee on Leadership Development and Succession Planning
and is considering individual training and development as a part
of the strategic plans for our work force and is looking at our long-
term strategic needs for leadership.

The Subcommittee on Employee Conduct and Poor Performers is
reviewing statutes and regulations for ways to streamline the proc-
ess needed to counsel and, if necessary, terminate employees who
are not performing at an acceptable level. Pat Pizella from the De-
partment of Labor is working on that subcommittee.

The CHCO Academy is proving a very productive forum. While
the subcommittees are working, we are also having a monthly
meeting with this particular academy. It is, in fact, discussing
human resource issues, and the forum meets monthly to consider
such topics as current work force flexibilities and compensation re-
form. Next month, I will be leading a session on some of the poten-
tial options being considered for the next wave of reform of the
American Civil Service.

In addition to these accomplishments, the Council already has
become more than a body that simply discusses issues. OPM is ac-
tively including the Council in considering and making policy rec-
ommendations. Draft regulations to implement the President’s re-
cent Executive order establishing the Presidential Management
Fellows Program includes language that will give an important role
to the Chief Human Capital Officers.

Chief Human Capital Officers are assisting agency heads in en-
forcing OPM’s policy that there is no place in the Federal employ-
ment or in our Government at all for degrees or credentials from
diploma mills. So the Chief Human Capital Officers play an impor-
tant role in that issue. Our CHCOs are communicating internally
our policies on adjudication of background investigations and secu-
rity clearances, also a very important function that we have, and
having someone in the agencies at a very high level that has that
as part of their agenda is very important.

CHCOs are playing an integral role in observing veterans pref-
erence statutes and regulations as they hire new employees. Next
week, the Council will hold a joint meeting with veteran services
organizations on the important issue of veterans preference in hir-
ing. We thought it was very important to do this in conjunction
with our Governmentwide celebrations of Memorial Day. This
event will take place at Walter Reed Army Medical Center and it
is a very appropriate location to reflect on the valuable contribu-
tions many of our Nation’s veterans have made in the service and
after their military service providing them opportunities for the
American Civil Service.
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With a quick look ahead, next week’s meeting will celebrate the
body’s first anniversary and prominently featured on our agenda is
a dialog with representatives of several Federal employee labor
unions providing the Council valuable input from these important
stakeholders.

Our first annual report to Congress is forthcoming and this docu-
ment will contain information about the Council’s progress during
the first fiscal year. To enhance our communications among the
Chief Human Capital Officers and with external stakeholders,
OPM will soon launch a Web site containing key information about
the Council.

The Chief Human Capital Officers Council is adding value to the
public policy dialog on the future of America’s Civil Service. The
appointment of CHCOs across the Federal Government has ele-
vated the institutional profile of the strategic management of
human capital as never before. This important law is having a
positive effect on how we manage the Government’s most impor-
tant resource, people. The members of the Council take seriously
these important responsibilities and with continued attention to
the President’s charge to achieve results, our Civil Service will only
grow stronger as it continues to provide the Nation with critical
services that our citizens expect.

Thank you again for the opportunity to discuss OPM’s progress
in implementing the Chief Human Capital Officers Act and I would
be pleased to respond to any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. James follows:]
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Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you very much, Director James.
I will turn now to our ranking member, Mr. Davis, for questions.
Mr. DAVIS OF ILLINOIS. Thank you very much.
Madam Director, it is clear that implementation of the Human

Capital Officers’ activity has hit the ground running. You have
done a lot of things. My question is how do internal stakeholders
fit into the scheme of things and how do we make sure they have
input to the processes?

Ms. JAMES. With the strategic management of human capital
Governmentwide, one of the core values and principles of the man-
agement of human capital is that you must involve the stakehold-
ers at every level. So it would be incumbent upon each of the indi-
vidual Chief Human Capital Officers when they come to the meet-
ings, to come prepared with that kind of input to enrich the dialog.
So it would be important that, internally in each of the depart-
ments, they are meeting with stakeholders, both inside and outside
of their agencies and bringing that to the table as well.

As I suggested, also the legislation calls for us to be involved at
least on an annual basis in a dialog with our external stakeholders.
We will be doing that next week with what I believe to be a very
important meeting out at Walter Reed, where we will have the rep-
resentatives of labor as well as the representatives of our veterans
service organizations.

Mr. DAVIS OF ILLINOIS. I guess half of the CHCOs have other
areas of responsibility, significant other areas of responsibility. Are
we finding there is ample time for them to be engaged in the other
work they have to do and still pay the kind of attention to human
capital development that they are charged with the responsibility
for?

Ms. JAMES. In all candor, Congressman, that is not true in every
case. I am concerned that some of our Chief Human Capital Offi-
cers are stretched far too thin and I am convinced that as we pro-
ceed with this through the year, some of that may be corrected. We
will see, I am sure, that some of our Chief Human Capital Officers
will say their plates are too full, and there will be some adjust-
ments made. I can’t tell you that every Chief Human Capital Offi-
cer can focus as much as I would like to see them focus on these
important issues. I think we are going through a shakedown cruise.

Mr. DAVIS OF ILLINOIS. I think it is an absolutely important ac-
tivity. It has been my experience in life that those things to which
we give the time, energy and attention are where the areas of ac-
complishment really are. Since we have programmed this in as
something we really want to do, then we will have to find a way
to make sure those individuals have the ample opportunity to do
that.

Ms. JAMES. We have a pretty aggressive schedule that includes
not only the meetings of the Council but the subcommittee meet-
ings, the executive committee meetings, and we never want to meet
for the sake of meeting. If we are meeting, it is because there are
some substantive policy issues to be discussed, decisions to be
made and as a result of that, it is important for people to be there
and engaged and in most cases, that is in fact the case.
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Mr. DAVIS OF ILLINOIS. Thank you very much. I don’t have any
other questions. I appreciate the implementation that is taking
place and thank you very much for being here.

Ms. JAMES. Thank you.
Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Mr. Davis.
Let me just followup on what our ranking member was asking.

Based on what you said, that some of them do have too much on
their plate, is it your vision that eventually a the CHCOs will be
exclusively CHCOs or will they always have to have that just as
a part of the title?

Ms. JAMES. I would be less than honest with you if I didn’t admit
that I believe there is sufficient work on the strategic management
of human capital for that to be a full portfolio. Having said that,
I do believe that agency heads and Cabinet Secretaries know best
how to run their departments and what the workload is. We will
continue to press ahead with the important work that we do and
if we hit any snags I will have those conversations with the Chief
Human Capital Officers and with the heads of those agencies and
if we need to make adjustments I am sure we will.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. You referenced in your opening state-
ment, I believe, something regarding the Human Resources Direc-
tors. I guess I was along with some of those other people when
CHCOs were developed, what is the head of Human Resources for.
What do you see as the intended relationship between the CHCO
and the Human Resources Director?

Ms. JAMES. I see it as a very close, collaborative working rela-
tionship. I would say, however, that when the legislation was
passed, we envisioned a different set of core competencies for those
who serve at the Chief Human Capital Officer level, and I would
say that we envisioned that would be an individual who has leader-
ship, who works closely with and has the trust and respect of the
agency head, is a policy person and who is involved in the long-
term strategic planning for that agency and has access to the high-
est level policymakers in that organization and sits at the table
with those individuals when policy is being made.

The Human Resources Directors in those agencies are vital peo-
ple. They have technical skills and knowledge that is so important
and so relevant. We have found in our operations that, in many
cases, our meetings consist of both, that the Human Resources Di-
rectors as well as the Chief Human Capital Officers attend and are
involved in the important dialog and discussion.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. You just said when you were answering
me that you originally envisioned the CHCOs as being one thing.
Are they something different than what you envisioned?

Ms. JAMES. Not really. We were very pleased at the level of the
skill sets and the individuals that were selected by agency heads.
There were those who were concerned that they were going to all
be political people in the agencies. That is just not the case. We
have a great mix of senior, non-career and career executives who
come together and share a common mission, which is the strategic
management of human capital for our Federal Government. It is an
excellent mix. It is a great body. My only concern at this point is
burnout and wearout because this is such an important issue and
the issues are so overwhelming that it requires a great deal of
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time. That would be the only note of caution that I would sound
at this time.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. You have been going at it now a year.
What do you see as your biggest success with the Council and
where do you think your challenges remain other than the burn-
out?

Ms. JAMES. Our biggest successes I think have been identifying
the problems and coming up with the strategic plan to take on
what we believe to be the tough stuff and having highly skilled,
dedicated leaders in the Federal Government now focused on these
issues. I believe the legislation has been a tremendous success as
far as that is concerned. Having a conduit at the very highest lev-
els of these agencies now where these issues are being addressed
and talked about is critical.

Our biggest challenges are producing results in these areas. Yes,
we have a Subcommittee on Hiring, but are we fixing the hiring
process.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. That was one of my biggest questions.
Ms. JAMES. My biggest challenge is not how you develop metrics

but holding them accountable, the agencies accountable to produce
results in these areas. I think a lot of times people are confused
about the actual role of the Office of Personnel Management. We
don’t hire people for the Federal Government. Hiring is done at the
agency level. We can produce workshops, we can put out memos,
we can encourage, we can audit, we can do analysis but at the end
of the day, to fix that will require the agencies to step up to the
plate to do that.

I think having the Council as a conduit to have leadership now
focused on these issues is important. The challenge is going to be
to encourage, motivate, cajole, whatever the word is we can use,
force, we don’t have the authority to do that, agencies to produce
results in these various areas is going to be our toughest mission.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. I certainly hope you are able to correct
the hiring process because that has been a real concern of mine
from what I have heard throughout my district and I know other
members have stressed the same thing, that it takes too long to
hire a Federal employee, so they go somewhere else.

The major issues you are currently discussing in the Council, do
you anticipate any legislative proposals?

Ms. JAMES. Yes, we do. We encourage the Council that this isn’t
just a meeting to attend and check it off your schedule. We really
are hoping that policy will be developed, that legislative proposals
will come out of that. We are getting back reports now from some
of our subcommittees and from that you will see suggestions for
legislation, for policy changes. It is not always legislation that is
required; sometimes it is just a change in policy, sometimes it can
be done by Executive order, but if legislation is required, we will
be back here asking you and the subcommittee for your support to
continue fixing some of these very difficult issues.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. We would probably rather you fix it
yourself but if you can’t we are here.

Thank you, Director James.
We have been joined by Ms. Norton. I will go to you for questions

for 5 minutes.
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Ms. NORTON. Nice to see you, Director James.
Ms. JAMES. Nice to see you as well.
Ms. NORTON. Some of us have been very concerned about the role

and future of human capital in the Federal Government because of
the competing forces of various kinds, such as many more options
for people about where to work. I am not sure we are getting the
best and the brightest the way we always have. Your work force
could retire on you tomorrow or much of it could, and yet you are
competing with Fortune 500 types who go after the best talent. I
really have a series of questions about the future of the Civil Serv-
ice, frankly.

I would like to know, the Federal Government had something to
kind of fall into its lap beginning with the Great Depression; with
not a lot of options, the best and the brightest came to the Federal
Government. Then there was a period in the 1960’s when Govern-
ment was very much appreciated; nobody was telling civil servants
what many of them hear, which is who needs Government, and
whole bunches of young people flocked to the Government. They
weren’t terribly interested in business then. Now they are every-
where.

I am interested in how you are going to replace a work force of
the kind you inherited and that our country inherited as half of
them could retire tomorrow and leave, and what you are doing to
compete with folks who are prepared to pay them more, not do a
whole bunch of reorganization so that they don’t know whether
they will have a job, who will give them full health benefits. What
is your program for maintaining and attracting a work force, not
just a work force, particularly in the era of terrorism when we are
asking things of the work force we never thought we would ask the
civilian work force, how are you going to compete? What are you
doing to compete with the private sector which spends all of its
waking hours looking for precisely the kind of talent we need in the
Federal Government today?

Ms. JAMES. Great question and the answer is very long and con-
voluted but I will try to be as precise as I can in the time that we
have. There is good news and there is bad news. I tried to explain
this to Congressman Davis when he was holding my feet to the fire
about attracting more minorities, particularly into our Senior Exec-
utive Service, which is a very real concern of mine. The bad news
is that we don’t do as well as we would like to do and the good
news is, it is because there are so many opportunities that exist for
minorities outside of the Government that it is no longer adequate
for the Federal Government just to open the doors and people per-
haps will come. We have to be more aggressive, we have to be more
competitive and we have to do something that the Federal Govern-
ment has not done a great deal of which is targeted recruiting,
which is going out and going after those individuals.

If you look at a young student coming out of a graduate school
today that is excellent in their academics, has been involved in vol-
unteerism and community service, and has certain skill sets, they
are a hot commodity and will be sought after by the corporate envi-
ronment. The good news is that those individuals, one thing we
know about them is that they are attracted to the opportunity to
work somewhere they feel they can make a meaningful and signifi-
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cant difference. We also know that those young individuals aren’t
necessarily interested as some of us were in our generation of per-
haps coming to work at the Federal Government for 30 years. We
know that they may come, give a portion of their lives, 5 years, 7
years, something like that, if they believe they can do meaningful
work, if they believe they will receive some skill sets, training, if
they believe they will have opportunities they couldn’t have in the
private sector.

I have never been one of those individuals who believed that we
have a hard time attracting people to come to the Federal Govern-
ment. We have done job fairs all over the country and I invited
some this committee staff to come to New York to observe a phe-
nomena that I believe is incredible. We went to the job fair and we
offered Federal opportunities and I asked them to come over and
look at the sight I saw out of that window. We had 15,000 people
in New York City who were there to apply for jobs within the Fed-
eral Government. I hear sometimes, ‘‘That may be nice, Kay, but
those individuals are not the cream of the crop, they are not the
best and brightest, they don’t have the skill sets that we are look-
ing for.’’

We decided to do some analysis of those people to see if in fact
that was the case and that data is coming back but I can tell you
my own experience as I walked those lines. Those were highly tal-
ented, skilled people who were there, ready and willing to come to
work. Our problem was——

Ms. NORTON. My time is almost up. I just want to ask because
I certainly would believe that. I just want to ask, for example, to
take the law school where I taught full-time and still teach one
course, the best law school in this region, Georgetown, do you send
folks to Georgetown to interview young people coming out of
Georgetown to try to get them to come to the Federal Government?

Ms. JAMES. OPM does for Governmentwide, but our agencies and
again, you have to remember, OPM doesn’t hire anybody.

Ms. NORTON. I understand that. My question was, do you advise
people.

Ms. JAMES. Yes, we do.
Ms. NORTON. To in fact send people. You are going to get people,

there is unemployment. The reason I asked about lawyers in par-
ticular is that it is a market where one can now recruit lawyers
of a rather high rank because it is hard to make partner in a law
firm today because they use so many contract lawyers.

Unless OPM is doing the same kind of recruitment on the ground
that law firms and businesses do, which is not saying here are
some jobs and let us count and see how many people out there will
sign up, you will never know whether you are getting the best. You
know where the best and the brightest are. I would be very inter-
ested in seeing an example of what your recruitment programs look
like.

Ms. JAMES. We do, and one particular one that you may be inter-
ested in was one that was a little bit controversial, but I was com-
mitted to it so I did it and that was for Black History Month. I said
to the folks at OPM, I wasn’t particularly interested in another
program in the auditorium with singing and that sort of thing, why
don’t we go to black colleges and universities and recruit on those
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campuses and do something real which is to tell them about the
opportunities that we have. So we had a job fair at Howard Univer-
sity, we went to Hampton University.

Ms. NORTON. I don’t know whether that would have been con-
troversial, I appreciate that you went.

Ms. JAMES. That is another whole story. We will have that con-
versation.

Ms. NORTON. Madam Chairwoman, I do have other questions but
I will wait for another round.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Ms. Norton.
We have been joined by Mr. Van Hollen. Mr. Van Hollen, do you

have any questions?
Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Just a few. Thank you for being here again.
I apologize if I am going over territory already covered but in

terms of the recruitment tools that were provided under the legisla-
tion we are reviewing, do you believe the tools available to you
have been adequate and successful in attracting new talented peo-
ple to the Federal Government in areas where we have pressing
needs or are there additional tools that you need to accomplish that
mission?

Ms. JAMES. Congressman, I really truly believe that we needed
the legislation, we needed those flexibilities in order to attract
America’s best and brightest and get them hired quickly in a rea-
sonable length of time. My biggest challenge, however, is getting
our agencies to use those tools. So we are encouraging them, we
are monitoring, we are training and we are doing everything that
we can. I would suggest that it will take a little bit more time be-
fore I can answer fully for you whether or not those tools are being
used to the best of the agencies’ abilities.

It is discouraging to me that when we have the authority for di-
rect hire, that it is not being used as much as it could and should
be. As an example, before we do a hiring fair, we bring those indi-
viduals together and say at the hiring fairs, we call them hiring
fairs for a reason. We want people to get hired. Make sure you
send people who have the authority to hire people and who will use
the flexibilities that Congress has given us.

One of the pushbacks that I have said to the agencies is do not
send hostesses to hiring fairs, people to pass out keychains and
brochures. Send people to hiring fairs who have the authority to
make job offers, to evaluate and to interview candidates. Those are
some of the kinds of things we are working with, so I can’t answer
your question just yet about how effective and what more we need.
We are struggling to get people to use the flexibilities that you
have granted us and given us.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Let me just ask. There were a couple stories.
I am sure you know yesterday in the Washington Post and I don’t
know if this issue has been raised but there was a front page arti-
cle about Federal pay and then another article about the DOD new
reorganization plan. On the first issue, the pay question, first of
all, it was a long article and I don’t know if you have any general
response. I would be interested in your general response. The sec-
ond issue that sort of comes to mind is it talked about bonuses and
a whole spectrum of bonuses from small bonuses to large bonuses
and given our whole debate with respect to performance pay and
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whether or not that bonus system is in some ways serving that
purpose now and what the distinctions are between performance
pay and rewarding through the bonus systems and the authorities
that already exist.

Ms. JAMES. My general comment would be that I have always
been concerned about how awards are used in our Government
with our work force. I think that the systems are good, the various
awards programs and systems. I am concerned about how they are
administered. I think if you look at the performance of some of the
agencies and look at how freely they expend bonuses and compare
the two, it begs the question, is it really performance-based and
what are you basing that performance on. So I think there is a lot
of work to be done there.

Should we have performance-based pay? Yes. Is it being effec-
tively administered at this point? I have some concerns.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. It obviously is a longer discussion to get into
all those issues. Let me ask while we have you here, in terms of
the DOD reorganization effort, I know there has been a question
about to what extent your office has been able to be involved and
have input in that process. Are you satisfied with the level of input
that you have had? Can you give us an update on what you see
as the challenge?

Ms. JAMES. I thought that the article was fairly accurate. The
only thing that was wrong was the headline because it talked
about Rumsfeld’s plan. Rumsfeld was the solution, he was not the
problem, because when it got to his level in the organization, he
and Secretary England were very quick to act. We are very pleased
about where we are in the process right now, the level of input, the
ability for OPM to be involved, and I think, as a result of that, we
are going to see a far better product. Stakeholders are and will con-
tinue to be included, and the employees in that department deserve
an excellent personnel system, and I think at the end of that proc-
ess, that is what they are going to have.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. Thank you.
Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Mr. Van Hollen.
Director James, I want to thank you for being here. I am going

to assume the complete response you weren’t able to give to Ms.
Norton when you said the problem up in New York was the fact
that you couldn’t get the agencies to do the hiring?

Ms. JAMES. That is a part of the problem, yes. They are actually
doing better because after the first two hiring fairs when we had
hostesses and we said no, we want real people that can explain
programs and actually make job offers, some of the agencies are
stepping up to the plate. What we want to do is say we are even
considering not allowing them to participate in the hiring fair un-
less they have real jobs they are interviewing for because those
people who stood in line for 4 hours for the opportunity to work for
our Government deserve better. They didn’t come for keychains,
they came for jobs.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Director James. I just want
to ask you one question for the record. What is the status of the
law enforcement officers report that was due to this committee on
April 30th?
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Ms. JAMES. That report is in review. I understand they are wait-
ing on comments. It is currently at OMB and when they receive the
comments from all the various agencies, I am sure it will be re-
leased to the committee.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Director James. I know you
have another commitment, so we are going to allow you to go.

Ms. JAMES. We are going to go train some Foreign Service execu-
tives.

Ms. NORTON. Could I ask her another?
Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Actually she has to go give a speech, so

if you could take your questions for the record for Director James.
Ms. JAMES. If it is a quick one, I am happy to answer.
Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. If you could answer quickly because we

do have four votes coming up and a mark up, plus we have another
panel.

Ms. NORTON. I would like to ask the question. You mentioned ap-
parently in your testimony something about the diploma mills. I
appreciate that you raised this yourself. I also appreciate when you
are dealing with huge numbers of employees what it would take to
somehow do an investigation. Is it possible that one could have a
list of accredited colleges and that is all you need and you would
never have to worry?

Ms. JAMES. The quick answer, no. The reason that is a no and
the reason it is a sticky problem is by the very nature of the di-
ploma mills, they pop up and go down, change the names, and so
you can’t have one quick list of accredited schools. You also have
schools that for whatever philosophical or ideological reason have
decided not to go through the accreditation process. So it may be
a very valid learning institution, but for some reason did not want
to go through that process. So, it isn’t quite that easy. We have
looked at several different categories. We are going after this one
aggressively, but if you put a name on the list and say this is a
diploma mill, they drop off the list because they change their name,
and they are back.

Ms. NORTON. The kind of list I am talking about would be a list
of bona fide universities. You start there and then you have to
watch out for the offenders.

Ms. JAMES. Yes, we have that. That is not where our problem is.
We have that, and we currently use that, but that is not what is
causing the problem.

Ms. NORTON. Are you saying that you can’t get a hold of this or
that you are going to get a hold of it? I understand the complexity
that you have described.

Ms. JAMES. We are going to get a hold of it and are working with
Congress for some potential solutions on how we are going to get
that done. I am not sure that we have all of the tools right now
that we need to make that happen but we want to work with you
to come up with some ideas and suggestions for getting that done.

Ms. NORTON. I think we have it now everywhere in the United
States at the State level and city levels as well. One of the things
we might look to is to see whether or not any jurisdiction has found
a way to get a hold of this problem. Perhaps that could be a model
for all of us.
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Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you so much, Director James, and
thank you, Ms. Norton, for bringing up that important subject.

Ms. JAMES. Thank you.
Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. I will now ask our second panel of wit-

nesses to come forth. We have already sworn you in, so we will first
hear from Mr. Chris Mihm, Managing Director, Strategic Issues,
U.S. General Accounting Office. Then we will hear from Dr. Regi-
nald Wells, Chief Human Capital Officer and Deputy Commis-
sioner, Human Resources, Social Security Administration and Mr.
Kevin Simpson, executive vice president and general counsel, Part-
nership for Public Service.

Again, thank you all for joining us here today. I am going to rec-
ognize the panel for an opening statement in the order I called you
but I would ask that you summarize your testimony in 5 minutes
and any more complete statement you have, we will enter into the
record.

We will begin first with you, Mr. Mihm.

STATEMENTS OF CHRIS MIHM, MANAGING DIRECTOR, STRA-
TEGIC ISSUES, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE; REGI-
NALD WELLS, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, HUMAN RE-
SOURCES, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION; AND KEVIN
SIMPSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL
COUNSEL, PARTNERSHIP FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

Mr. MIHM. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. It is always an
honor and a pleasure to appear before you and the subcommittee.

I am pleased to be here to discuss the progress in implementing
the Chief Human Capital Officers Act. As you know and as you
have discussed with Director James, Congress recently sought to
modernize Federal human capital policies by allowing certain agen-
cies, most notably Defense and Homeland Security, to adopt more
flexible approaches to their human capital management. At the
same time, Congress has provided agencies across the executive
branch with additional tools and authorities needed to strategically
manage their work forces. The success of these and related initia-
tives will depend in large measure on the existence of high quality
Human Capital Officers and a strategic and effective Human Cap-
ital Officers Council.

My written statement describes the different approaches that
agencies used in selecting their officers, creating the position and
the key responsibilities of those officials. In the interest of time this
afternoon, I will focus my comments on the third issue covered in
my written statement, the initial steps taken by the Chief Human
Capital Officers Council and some suggested next steps.

As you observed in your opening statement, Madam Chair-
woman, an effective and strategic Human Capital Officers Council
is vital to meeting Congress’ goals under the CHCO Act as well as
addressing the Federal Government’s human capital challenges.
Recent experience has shown us that interagency councils can be
important leadership strategies in both developing policies that are
sensitive to implementation concerns and gaining consensus and
consistent follow through within the executive branch.

The Chief Financial Officers and Chief Information Officers
Councils have been particularly effective in this regard. The Chief
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Human Capital Officers Council can play an equally useful role. Di-
rector James discussed many of the Council’s activities over the
last year. However, the Council does not yet have a strategic plan
to help guide its work and to serve as a benchmark for measuring
progress, although we understand that there is a draft. The shared
understandings that can be developed as part of the planning proc-
ess are particularly important to councils since they play a vital
leadership and coordination role. This I believe is exactly the point
that Mr. Davis was making when he discussed with the Director
the importance of stakeholder involvement.

Thus, the timely completion of the Council’s strategic plan is im-
portant to provide a sense of direction for the Council as well as
to communicate to Congress and other stakeholders the role the
Council will play and how it will meet its responsibilities. The
Council has created five subcommittees as Director James dis-
cussed covering the hiring process, performance management, lead-
ership development, succession planning, employee conduct and
poor performers and finally emergency preparedness.

We understand that three of those five subcommittees, those
dealing with hiring process, leadership development and succession
planning and employee conduct and poor performers have drafted
their first reports for review by the Council’s executive committee.
However, these reports have not released to the public. At the re-
quest of the chairwoman, Mr. Davis and others in Congress, we
have undertaken a large body of work in recent years that should
prove helpful to the council and its subcommittees as they develop
their initiatives. This work which includes the five areas covered
by the Council’s subcommittees, is detailed in my written state-
ment along with suggestions on the specific issues for the sub-
committee to pursue.

In addition to the important areas covered by the Council’s sub-
committees, our work in GAO suggests the Council should ensure
that its efforts address agencies’ need for guidance, assistance,
knowledge and leading practice in other key, cross-cutting areas in-
cluding developing the capabilities for successful use of the flexibili-
ties that were discussed earlier, strategic human capital planning,
looking into the future and making sure we win the war on talent
as Ms. Norton was discussing, and transforming human capital or
HR offices to be able to be true strategic partners with business
with program managers rather than just transactional organiza-
tions.

In conclusion, the need to transform the way the Government
does business will only increase the importance of integrating
human capital or people approaches with agencies program plans
and strategies. While the initial steps taken over this first year
have shown important progress, this coming year will be especially
critical to leveraging the progress that has already been made and
achieving significant accomplishments and facilitating lasting
change. A strong and effective Chief Human Capital Officers Coun-
cil can serve an instrumental role in helping Federal agencies
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transform their operations and dramatically improve their perform-
ance.

This concludes my statement. I will be happy to take any ques-
tions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mihm follows:]
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Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you very much, Mr. Mihm.
Dr. Wells, it is good to have you before our committee again. You

are recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. WELLS. Thank you, very much, Madam Chairwoman.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to dis-

cuss my role as SSA’s Chief Human Capital Officer, and how the
Chief Human Capital Officers Act, enacted as an act that is part
of the Homeland Security Act, provides valuable assistance in
meeting some of the human capital challenges that the Social Secu-
rity Administration faces.

As you know, the Chief Human Capital Officers Act of 2002 was
signed into law with the promulgation of the Homeland Security
Act of 2002. This act established the Chief Human Capital Officer
and the Chief Human Capital Officers Council. I am proud to serve
as SSA’s Chief Human Capital Officer and as a member of the
Chief Human Capital Officers Council. The Chief Human Capital
Officer position and the formation of a national Chief Human Cap-
ital Officers Council have renewed focus on management of human
resources as a form of capital investment and accountability for the
use of that investment.

As SSA’s Deputy Commissioner for Human Resources and
CHCO, I am responsible for providing leadership on the agency’s
work force development strategies, recruiting, succession planning,
diversity strategies and other human capital initiatives. I am ac-
tively engaged in those activities on a daily basis. In this dual role,
I advise the Commissioner and senior staff in carrying out SSA’s
responsibilities for selecting, developing, training and managing a
high-quality, productive work force in accordance with merit sys-
tem principles. As such, I have a seat at the table that allows me
to discuss human capital goals at the executive level.

The CHCO position and the formation of a National Chief
Human Capital Officers Council are important to our agency be-
cause of our mission at SSA. Our mission is to ensure that Social
Security and Supplemental Security Income claims are processed
quickly and accurately and that over 45 million Social Security
beneficiaries and Supplemental Security Income recipients receive
their benefits in correct amounts and on time every month of the
year. As of January 2004, over 64,000 SSA employees were deliver-
ing services through a network of over 1,500 district and hearing
offices throughout the country in 10 regions.

SSA recognizes that it is the dedication and hard work of its em-
ployees that enables this agency to meet its commitments to the
public. These commitments require that we continue effective
human capital planning to ensure that we are successful in our
mission. The Chief Human Capital Officers Act of 2002 is an im-
portant tool in our efforts to fulfill our goals. Effective human cap-
ital planning in our environment presents unique challenges. We
face increasing retirement and disability claims, workloads result-
ing from our aging national population. As the baby boomers reach
their peak retirement years, we must plan carefully to ensure that
trained employees will be in place to do the work, and at the same
time, maintain our quality standards.

The same time as our agency faces dramatically increasing work-
loads, we also face the fact that many of our dedicated employees
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are baby boomers themselves. SSA’s employee retirement wave will
not only affect our ability to deliver service to the American public
but it will also result in a significant drain of institutional knowl-
edge. SSA will be faced with the continuing challenge of hiring and
retaining a highly-skilled and diverse work force in what is ex-
pected to be a very competitive job market.

At SSA, we are fortunate that we have been planning for quite
some time how to address many of these human capital challenges.
The Chief Human Capital Officers Act is Congress’ recognition of
the fact that human resources are another form of capital invest-
ment that we make in order to carry out our mission. I am con-
fident that SSA will meet the challenges we face through effective
human capital planning. To this end, I am pleased to report that
SSA has implemented a comprehensive human capital plan which
provides a high-level focus for human planning efforts. It is directly
linked to the SSA strategic plan. The human capital plan closely
tracks outcomes and helps us to focus on the results of our human
capital initiatives.

I would also like to point out the importance of the Chief Human
Capital Officers Council which provides a valuable forum for our
agency to discuss a wide range of human resources issues, such as
modernization of human resources systems, the impact of legisla-
tion affecting human resources operations and organizations, re-
cruitment and retention strategies, emergency preparedness guide-
lines and safety measures, work force flexibilities and competitive
sourcing. Collectively, the members of the Council use their in-
sights and experiences to address government-wide work force
issues.

Thank you again, for holding this hearing. The enactment of the
Chief Human Capital Officers Act will support SSA and other par-
ticipating Government agencies as we face the human resource
challenges presented in the 21st Century.

I would be happy to answer any of your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wells follows:]
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Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you very much, Dr. Wells.
Mr. Simpson, thank you for being here with us today and you are

recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. SIMPSON. Thank you very much for the opportunity to ap-

pear before your subcommittee today.
I serve as the executive vice president and general counsel of the

Partnership for Public Service, a non-partisan, non-profit organiza-
tion dedicated to revitalizing the Federal Civil Service.

Since the position of the Chief Human Capital Officer was cre-
ated, the Partnership has had many opportunities to work closely
with those officers, with the community of Federal HR directors,
with OPM Director, Kay Coles James, and her team and with the
executive director of the Council, Mike Dovilla. We applaud their
accomplishments to date and we are especially heartened by the
continued commitment to effective congressional oversight that this
hearing represents.

In our work with the Federal Government agencies, we have
noted many positive developments in connection with the Chief
Human Capital Officers. The level of discourse about human cap-
ital management issues in the Federal space has increased. Agency
managers are being integrated more tightly into the discussion.
There is greater collaboration among agencies and more energy
around the issues of strategic planning. NASA has become the first
agency to go to green on OMB’s human capital management score
card followed by Labor. OPM Director James has rightly and con-
sistently championed the successes of those two agencies and en-
couraged other agencies to model their best practices. More impor-
tantly, I can report to you that the Chief Human Capital Officers
feel well supported by this committee and its staff.

As the committee considers its oversight role going forward, it is
worth recalling two of the key underlying goals of the original leg-
islation, one, to improve strategic planning and two, to encourage
the development of metrics to gauge progress on work force man-
agement issues. On the first issue, strategic human capital plan-
ning, the Chief Human Capital Officers should be responsible for
identifying the talent needs that exist now as well as those that
will predictively arise in the future, given attrition and other fac-
tors. Once those needs have been identified, then proactive strate-
gies have to be developed by the Chief Human Capital Officers to
meet those needs.

On this topic I would commend to your attention the Partner-
ship’s recent report on bioterrorism which outlines some of the seri-
ous work force challenges being faced by agencies responsible for
our bioterror defense. The basic conclusion of the report was that
we can’t get the people we need and we can’t keep the people we
have. One reason for that was a lack of adequate work force plan-
ning.

In the face of increasing difficulties in recruiting the technical ex-
pertise they needed, agencies did not necessarily have plans in
place to overcome these difficulties. I would suggest this sub-
committee should look for the CHCOs to be proactive in responding
to work force challenges, especially where the data is showing a
downward trend. The Chief Human Capital Officer Council in par-
ticular is an institution that is well suited to coordinate a strategic
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response across agencies in situations like these where several
agencies are pursuing the talent pool.

The second goal was to try to develop a series of metrics that
gave progress on human capital goals. If you measure it, it can
change. This is an explicit charge of the Chief Human Capital Offi-
cer legislation and it is central to the effectiveness of your own con-
gressional oversight. The Chief Human Capital Officers should be
able to explain to Congress which measures they regularly track
and most importantly, how that information is then used to shape
agency policy, planning and results. In our view, the administra-
tion’s Presidential management agenda and the accompanying bal-
anced score card have already laid the groundwork for the HR
metrics that should be adopted by the Government. Having estab-
lished this important conceptual framework, the priority for the
next year should be to safeguard the consistency of these bench-
marks to ensure their interpretation is consistent and transparent
to the agencies that will be required to live by them and to show
progress by them.

The other crucial aspect of the Chief Human Capital Officer leg-
islation was the creation of the Chief Human Capital Officer Coun-
cil, which really represented a profound congressional commitment
to a collaborative approach to work force issues across government
agencies. To date, as described by Director James, the Chief
Human Capital Officer Council has begun to fulfill that promise by
forming subcommittees and developing responses to the major chal-
lenges all of the offices face, such as the need for transformation
of the HR function and performance management. The Chief
Human Capital Officer for the Department of Education, for exam-
ple, leads one subcommittee that has done some great work on
leadership development.

This progress, however, could be undermined by changes in agen-
cy leadership that invariably accompany every Presidential transi-
tion, regardless of who is elected. The Partnership would make two
suggestions in this regard. First, the subcommittee might consider
asking the Council to develop a point of view on the continuity
issue and to offer its own recommended solutions. It would be in-
structive, for example, to learn how the CFO and the CIO commu-
nities deal with transition issues.

Second, it may be appropriate to review the staffing resources
available to the Director of OPM for the Council. The Executive Di-
rector of the Council, for example, could benefit from dedicated
staff that would allow him to expand his coordinating function. The
committee might also examine where the newly appointed officers
are receiving consistent guidance and orientation about how to ful-
fill the responsibilities of their position. I would also humbly sug-
gest that good government groups such as the Partnership have a
considerable interest in this issue that could be leveraged to sup-
port the Council’s planning and transition efforts.

In closing, there is no doubt in my mind that the creation of the
Chief Human Capital Officers was an important pre-condition to
the broader transformations that will be necessary to improve the
Government’s ability to deliver results. Congress has signaled the
seriousness of its intent by demanding accountability, measures of
progress and increased collaboration. You have the ingredients to
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drive organizational change on an incredibly large scale and you
and the Chief Human Capital Officers have our support in that en-
terprise.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Simpson follows:]
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Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you very much, Mr. Simpson.
Mr. Wells, I want to ask you a question. In the November 2002

law that President Bush signed into legislation for the Department
of Homeland Security, it contained several resource reforms includ-
ing the ability for agencies to use category ranking hiring method
instead of the rule of three. It also provided governmentwide au-
thority for voluntary separation incentive payments and voluntary
early retirement. More recently, we in Congress enacted the Stu-
dent Loan Repayment Program. Is the Social Security Administra-
tion using these flexibilities and are there any other personnel
flexibilities that you need to help transform your work force? I
know you are having a bit of a difficult time there.

Mr. WELLS. Yes, Madam Chairwoman, we are using a number of
those flexibilities, however, not all. There are reasons why we have
decided not to use them all. I think where flexibilities are con-
cerned, you really do have to consider the particular culture, insti-
tutional aspects of the organization, size, a lot of dimensions and
variables.

With regard to early retirement, that is something we have actu-
ally used very strategically to help flatten the retirement wave. We
analyzed some 6 to 7 years ago that we would in fact have a cer-
tain number of retirements hitting us in the beginning of the dec-
ade and we started using early retirement as a mechanism for hav-
ing those retirements happen at a little more steady pace than
might have happened had we not offered it as an option.

With regard to tuition reimbursement, that is not a flexibility we
are currently using. The ability to administer that in a way that
would not create other issues for us and given the resource limita-
tions, it makes it very difficult to consider that one as we have
looked at it from various angles. It has not been one of the things
we have had to resort to for purposes of recruitment. I will knock
on wood here that we have actually done quite well. We have had,
I guess, last year something like 3,500–3,700 retirements or people
leaving the agency and we were able to replenish without a tre-
mendous amount of difficulty at this stage.

One of the other flexibilities you mentioned, categorical ranking,
is something we are studying right now. We have to think through
all the nuances of it as it relates to how we are accustomed to
doing business and we should have some results on how we are
going to use it very shortly. I can report back to the committee on
its use. I think we are certainly viewing it as a very favorable op-
tion over the rule of three.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Are there other personnel flexibilities
you can think of that you need we might be able to help you with?

Mr. WELLS. There are a number that we have put together and
we would be more than happy to submit those to the committee as
well.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. If you would do that, we would certainly
appreciate it. I am going to ask one more quick question and go to
my colleagues.

Mr. Simpson, it is going to be you because my ears perked up
when Director James said that some of the CHCOs were political
appointees. I know that the Partnership for Public Service has said
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that shouldn’t be, something to that effect. Could you elaborate on
that?

Mr. SIMPSON. Early on during the initial legislative debate about
the Chief Human Capital Officer legislation, I believe we did ex-
press a preference that perhaps the Chief Human Capital Officers
should all be career but we are very sensitive to the other side of
the argument and it really was important to us that the Officers
have a seat at the table as it were and sometimes a political ap-
pointee is really the best candidate for the job for that reason.

I think actually the way it is working right now as Director
James described, it is a good mix from everything that I have
heard, from my understanding. There is a lot of synergy and give
and take between the different experiences these two different cat-
egories of officers bring. I would not suggest what we have heard
and the input we have received means that we ought to revise the
act itself to require career officers. It is a little too soon for that
but I do think Director James was quite candid and forthright in
suggesting that even some of the political appointees need to focus
their attention and energies on the substantial responsibilities of
the position itself.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you.
I am going to yield back my time and go to our Ranking Member,

Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAVIS OF ILLINOIS. Mr. Simpson and Mr. Mihm, how impor-

tant do you think it is for the CHCOs to report directly to their
agency heads? They must directly to the agency director. How im-
portant do you think that is?

Mr. SIMPSON. To my mind, it is very important. It signals a com-
mitment from the very top of the agency to the importance of
human capital as a matter of critical importance to the agency.
Your agency mission is not going to be accomplished unless you
have your human capital shop in order. Jack Welch, the head of
GE, used to say we spend 70 percent of our time on the people
thing and the day we get the people thing wrong, we have really
messed up. I think that is a model that should be emulated in the
Government space.

Mr. MIHM. I would agree Mr. Davis. It is important that they re-
port to the highest level of the organization. The thing we need to
keep in mind is that a number of management positions now report
to the head of the agency, CFO, CIO, CHCOs. This fact has been
given some impetus of the notion of creating Chief Operating Offi-
cers within agencies often at the deputy level or an equivalent
through which the various management functions could report up
so they are able to have the high level of attention they deserve
but it is not necessarily all going into the Office of the Secretary.
My understanding is the Select Committee on Homeland Security
is considering that model with the Department of Homeland Secu-
rity creating a Chief Operating Officer, basically elevating the en-
tire management function up to the next level.

Mr. DAVIS OF ILLINOIS. Let me ask each of you do you think one
can do this effectively on a part-time basis, that is with other du-
ties and responsibilities as well? I will start with you, Mr. Mihm.

Mr. MIHM. I would take Director James’ point that I think it will
be exceedingly difficult over time to devote the necessary time and
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attention if it is dual-headed or even triple-headed with other func-
tions. The key differences she was pointing out between a HR Di-
rector and a Chief Human Capital Officer and it is characterized
by Dr. Wells’ comments about a seat at the table is that it is much
more than responsibility for the traditional HR categories which
are important enough. It is being able to be a real leader in much
of the transformation that is going on within an organization. If we
are vesting with these top officials technology, financial manage-
ment, administration, other management functions, it gets exceed-
ingly difficult to see when they are going to be able to sleep.

Mr. WELLS. Mr. Davis, I am very happy that I wear both hats,
that is I am the Deputy Commissioner for Human Resources and
the Chief Human Capital Officer, so I am probably a little biased.
I struggle with doing a really good job at it with that full respon-
sibility. I think it is a full-time job. I appreciated the Director’s
forthright remarks about some of the challenges that some of my
colleagues face, and from talking to some of them, I can certainly
appreciate that they do.

I think some of it depends, frankly, on the agency. I can see
where that may play a role and the amount of support a particular
executive may have surrounding them, but I certainly feel that
having direct access to the head of the agency is critical. If you
don’t have the seat at the table, if you are not able to have that
direct access, it would strike me, as you indicated earlier in your
remarks, that we do things well, that we pay attention to and put
effort into. I would certainly agree with that.

Mr. SIMPSON. My own sense, Congressman Davis, is it is a big
portfolio, it is a substantial portfolio of responsibility that each
Chief Human Capital Officers needs to focus on. If you look into
the private sector and look at comparable positions, a chief people
officer at a large corporation for example, I doubt you would find
many models where those responsibilities are shared, one person
has those responsibilities as well as significant other portfolios.

Mr. DAVIS OF ILLINOIS. I have no further questions. Thank you,
Madam Chairwoman.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Mr. Davis.
We have four votes but I believe we have time for 5 minutes for

Ms. Norton to ask questions.
Ms. NORTON. Let me quickly ask Mr. Mihm a question. You have

indicated that in addition to essential operations, there should be
some focus on border agency operations. I wonder if you saw any
indication that the Emergency Preparedness Subcommittee or any
part of CHCOs is looking beyond emergency matters? I ask that in
light of what happened here. When anthrax occurred here in the
Senate, there were many, many employees who simply couldn’t
work at all. Nobody had arranged for them to work from home, a
lot of government waste occurred during that time. How will we
avoid that under the present CHCO situation?

Mr. MIHM. In fact we have done quite a bit of work on this. The
issue first arose in the mind of members here in Congress in terms
of requesting our work, is that they had been noticing a lot of the
work on continuity of operations and there had been discussions of
critical infrastructure and the need to protect critical infrastructure
and they noted their chiefs were not considering people as part of
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our critical infrastructure. We are worried about protecting tech-
nology, desks and office buildings but we are not so much worried
about people. So we were asked to look at the people considerations
within continuity of operations plans. Here is the essential issue.

Emergency preparedness and response at the Federal level with
both FEMA guidance and the existing OPM guidance is actually
pretty good from the standpoint of worrying about immediate
health and safety issues of employees. That is obviously our over-
riding immediate concern. We were identifying a large set of issues
that I think are exactly on point of what you are suggesting. Once
we have had an incident and we have an emergency response team
that is kind of restanding up the agency, how do we reengage the
broader group of employees that may be out there whether through
distributed workplaces or technology or alternative work locations
or all the rest? We don’t really know yet what the Emergency Pre-
paredness Subcommittee and the CHCO Council is coming up with,
although as I mentioned in my statement we are making available
to them our work and our suggestions on what they should look at.
We have been working with OPM in terms of giving them the ear-
lier report and have been working very closely with FEMA and
FEMA did accept our recommendations about the need to expand
guidance on continuity of operations plans.

Ms. NORTON. I certainly would like to see people able to work
from home. Talking about backup, we really do need particularly
since essential is very narrowly defined.

Mr. MIHM. Yes, Ma’am.
Ms. NORTON. You say in your testimony, Mr. Simpson, you hum-

bly suggest a good government group such as your own be consid-
ered in this issue and could be leverage to support. Are you saying
you haven’t been consulted?

Mr. SIMPSON. We were just trying to make it clear that we were
willing to be helpful to the administration.

Ms. NORTON. I am asking, have you been consulted? Have you
had any input?

Mr. SIMPSON. We feel that we have had input into the process,
yes. We consult regularly with the Chief Human Capital Officers
and with the HR community. We think it is a very free and open
exchange. One of the reasons we formed our perspective is that in
fact transition is going to present some real challenges, and we
wanted to offer to be helpful if somebody thought we could be help-
ful in that way.

Ms. NORTON. It looks like it is already happening, Mr. Simpson.
Thank you very much.

Ms. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Ms. Norton.
We are going to have to break for four votes, so rather than hold-

ing the panel, if members have additional questions for our wit-
nesses, they can submit them for the record and we will get the
witnesses to agree to get them back to us for the record.

I would like again to thank each and every one of you for being
here and for your patience.

With that, the hearing is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at the call of the chair.]
[Additional information submitted for the hearing record follows:]
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